
2022/2023 Collection

...they are incredibly high quality. 
They sailed through all our 

durability tests

SKUs: MV001 / MV003 / MV032 / MV007

Our ConnectPro® Outdoor LED String Lights have 
been awarded a Which? Best Buy, and are now 

officially a Which? endorsed product! 

Owd Nell’s Tavern, using SKU: MV003WW

https://business.festive-lights.com/?___store=trade


The lighting industry is ever evolving and advancing quickly, 
meaning we’re constantly expanding and developing our range 
of products to keep ahead of the curve. We keep our 76,500sqft 
distribution centre packed to the rafters with everything your 
event could ever want or need, including our recent Which? 
endorsed ConnectPro Outdoor LED string lights.  

Wedding venue or hotel, corporate event or festival; there’s no 
job too big or too small where we can’t support you. And best of 
all, our worldwide and next day delivery options mean you’re just 
the click of a button or a quick phone call away from 
making your celebration the must-see event of the season. 

Our team is here to guide you, so please don’t hesitate to get 
in touch to find out how we can help. 

Welcome to the Festive Lights for 
Business winter brochure, 2022/2023. Friendly and reliable service you can trust

When it comes to decorative lighting, we’re the best in the biz. We have the knowledge 
and expertise that only comes from having over 20 years’ experience under your belt. 
So, whether you’re after a tailor-made quote or bespoke product, you’ll never have to 
settle for anything less than the best.

At Festive Lights, we work hard behind the scenes to ensure that our 
products remain as cost-efficient as possible.

Our lights offer excellent performance, safety and versatility to bring your display 
to life, and our five-star quality customer service is always on hand to offer you 
the best advice and recommendations.  

So, whether you’re looking to adorn your event in sparkling lights, or add a subtle 
warming glow, our lights are guaranteed to turn heads in any setting.

Some of our valued customers include:  

+44 (0)1257 221966 business@festive-lights.com business.festive-lights.com

Your Festive Business Team 
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...they are incredibly high quality. 
They sailed through all our durability tests

SKU: MV003WW
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Our journey so far.

Festive Lights is a family-run business born out of less conventional means. 
Founded following a manufacturing trip to Taiwan, we’ve come on leaps and 
bounds since receiving our first container full of lights in 1999. 

From opening our service to trade orders in 2003, 

to the invention of the DRiBOX in 2008, we have 

worked hard to ensure that our customers wants and 

needs are met quickly and with care. 

Now, 23 years on, our 76,600sqft distribution 

centre is packed with scalable packing stations 

and powered by a logical ERP (Enterprise Resource 

Planning) system to ensure that we continue to stay 

ahead of the competition. 

Our staff has combined years of industry experience 

to ensure we tailor our service to meet our 

customers’ expectations and our brand obligations. 

We pride ourselves on our ability to provide top-

notch service with a trusted smile, whilst also 

offering a personal and friendly service. At the heart 

of our brand is our ability to meet the demands 

of our customers, including our own market 

leading brands: 

Festive Lights - The UK’s leading online retailer of 

decorative lighting.

Festive Lights for Business - Business dedicated 

lighting specialist.

Disklok - World leading car security brand.

DRiBOX - Award winning weatherproof connection 

box ‘Making Connections Simple’.

MiRiDER Market leading folding electric bike 

providing ‘Smiles for Miles’.

Twinkly - A UK distributor of the smartest lighting 

brand on the planet.

Part of the FL Group

Our Wigan based team relish the challenge of delivering 

excellence day after day, from order to your door. 
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2 year warranty

Mix and match products within the range
String lights, festoons, icicles, rope light, neon flex, strip light, clusters, curtains, 

nets, motifs, garlands and figures.

Superior quality lights, recommended 
by the professionals.

With an IP65 rating and advanced connections, these lights 

are built to withstand changeable weather conditions, 

making them perfect for prolonged outdoor use. 

We’ve taken extra special care of every detail with these 

lights, so you don’t have to worry about anything, even down 

to the unique, wing-shaped connectors which make secure 

tightening effortless. The LEDs are glued into specially 

aligned polycarbonate caps, using epoxy resin, which 

ensures a reliable and consistent electrical connection and 

superior protection against moisture ingress.

Offering reassuring performance for all commercial displays, this high quality connectable 

system uses durable rubber cabling and innovative bulb sealing technology.

SKU: MV021 system plug

Connector: 2 pins Max Wattage: 720W

Hertz: 50Hz
Max LED: 7,600 LEDs / 950m

Max Current Per LED: 20mA

Fuse: 13A

Voltage: 220-240V ~ Rectifier: 4A Bridge

Power your display 
from 1 source

Mix & match Rated IP65
Weatherproof

Create bespoke 
displays

IP65

ConnectPro® system specification

COLOUR TEMPERATURE:

Warm White 2,700k 

White 6,400k

LED SPEC:

3V 20mA emitting approx. 

 ≈ 4 lumens

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

720W

POWER:

220-240V,

4A max.

RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

Power lead 2 x 1.0mm2 (H05RN-F)

Light string 1 x 0.5mm2 (H03RN-F)

We’re very proud to announce that our 

ConnectPro outdoor LED string lights 

have been awarded a Which? Best 

Buy, and are now officially a Which? 

endorsed product!

SKUs: MV001 / MV003 / MV032 / MV007

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
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MV003

FLASHFLASHFLASH FLASH

The most iconic and versatile of the lighting world, 

string lights can be used to style any event. Wrapped 

around large trees, used to create curtains, or for 

show-stopping canopies, these adaptable lights are 

connectable up to 950 metres. 

Combine them with any of the ConnectPro® 

accessories to make installation a breeze, whatever 

the venue size.

ConnectPro® connectors MV001 LED bulb and casing

ConnectPro® String Lights

ConnectPro® string lights

LED SPACING:

125mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

3.5W - 5W

DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable

MV001
5m set, black cable, 40 LEDs per set, 

MAX 190 sets connected from MV021.

160 lumens. LED colours:

MV001

MV003 MV001

MV007 MV032

MV013

MV002
5m set, black cable, 40 LEDs per set, 

MAX 190 sets connected from MV021.

160 lumens. LED colours:

MV003
10m set, black cable, 80 LEDs per set, 

MAX 95 sets connected from MV021.

320 lumens. LED colours:

MV004
10m set, black cable, 80 LEDs per set, 

MAX 95 sets connected from MV021.

320 lumens. LED colours:

MV092
10m set, black cable, 80 LEDs per set, 

MAX 95 sets connected from MV021. 

320 lumens. LED colours:

MV094
10m set, black cable, 80 LEDs per set, 

MAX 15 sets connected from MV095B.

LED colours:

MV032
5m set, white cable, 40 LEDs per set, 

MAX 190 sets connected from MV021.

160 lumens. LED colours:

MV013
10m set, black cable, 50 LEDs per set, 

MAX 152 sets connected from MV021.

200 lumens. LED colours:

MV007
10m set, white cable, 80 LEDs per set, 

MAX 95 sets connected from MV021.

320 lumens. LED colours:

WHITE
FLASH

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

COLOUR
SELECT

Red LED: 80 lumens

Blue LED: 120 lumens

Green LED: 160 lumens

White LED: 360 lumens

https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-fairy-lights-connectable-black-rubber-cable?queryID=9aa040a66ed02bd6bf019092d24fcc10&objectID=5961&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-fairy-lights-connectable-black-rubber-cable#217=1584&193=137?queryID=93bf07fe3805abedb06fae6c9bb7c574&objectID=2816&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-white-rubber-cable?queryID=1d909b933cef0125a06a5ddc045ed50c&objectID=5979&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-white-rubber-cable?queryID=c29cc39e095add0b2978b05d33ff0961&objectID=5979&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-flash-bulb-leds-connectable-black-rubber-cable?queryID=842bfc78601ce3a4f9a9df72687e50e3&objectID=5962&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-flash-bulb-leds-connectable-black-rubber-cable?queryID=d928b91a0d4cd2150dedb778ec391549&objectID=5962&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-pinecone-string-lights-connectable-black-rubber-cable?queryID=97dd0f9f53c4e48b26fb929014196291&objectID=5968&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectpro-warm-white-led-with-white-flash-bulb-string-lights-black-rubber-cable#193=137?queryID=1a89a26ac174692f12ec0f34f72c4971&objectID=13139&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-colour-select-syn-rgb-10?queryID=8d1a2ba744f8f5d881a1b1dbcad326a0&objectID=14089&indexName=m2_trade_products
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MV066

MV071

With scope for runs of up to 800m, our 

ConnectPro® festoon lights are perfect for 

dressing large trees, being draped between 

posts or outlining buildings – to name a few. 

These polycarbonate covered bulbs, with 

handy hanging hooks, are pre-assembled for 

hassle-free event lighting. Connected with the 

ConnectPro® ring and curtain accessories, 

you can use them to create stunning ceiling 

canopies.

MV066 LED bulb

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

MV064 LED bulb

ConnectPro® Festoon Lights

ConnectPro® festoon lights

BULB SPACING:

50cm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

45-60mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

3.5W

MV064

MV065
MV064

MV071

MV064 MV065

MV066

All festoons bulb spacing

MV064
5m set, black cable, 10 bulbs per set, 

MAX 160 sets connected from MV021.

Clear G45 cap, 200 lumen.

LED colours:

MV065
5m set, white cable, 10 bulbs per set, 

MAX 160 sets connected from MV021.

Opaque G45 cap, 140 lumens.

LED colours:

MV066
5m set, black cable, 10 bulbs per set, 

MAX 160 sets connected from MV021.

Opaque G45 cap, 140 lumens.

LED colours:

MV071
5m set, black cable, 10 bulbs per set, 

MAX 160 sets connected from MV021.

Clear A60 cap, 140 lumens.

LED colours:
DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable

https://business.festive-lights.com/festoon-lights-connectable-warm-white-smd-leds-clear-bulbs-black-rubber-cable?queryID=f4f016d2d9b72fb2ed6b0cccb941bfed&objectID=7835&indexName=m2_trade_products
https://business.festive-lights.com/festoon-lights-connectable-warm-white-smd-leds-frosted-bulbs-rubber-cable?queryID=ac5d1885f840c08d1b4fb28ff62948c3&objectID=7836&indexName=m2_trade_products
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ConnectPro® LED icicle lights are extremely 

robust and designed for commercial use. 

Typically used for following the contours of 

buildings and structures, but also for suspending 

above walkways. 

Being able to connect up to 315m is particularly 

convenient in town centres, and our flash bulb 

models add an extra magical touch.  10cm icicle strand spacing Icicle LED and casing

ConnectPro® Icicle Lights

ConnectPro® icicle lights

LED SPACING:

100mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

3.5W / 10W

MV011

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

MV090

MV048

MV011

MV012 MV009

MV009

WHITE
FLASH

MV048
5m set, white cable, 120 LEDs per set, 

MAX 63 sets connected from MV021.

480 lumens. LED colours:

FLASHFLASH

MV010
5m set, black cable, 120 LEDs per set, 

MAX 63 sets connected from MV021.

480 lumens. LED colours:

FLASHFLASH

MV089
2m set, white cable, 60 LEDs per set, 

MAX 126 sets connected from MV021. 

240 lumens. LED colours:

MV090
10m set, black cable, 360 LEDs per set, 

MAX 21 sets connected from MV021.

540 lumens. LED colours:

FLASHFLASH

MV012
5m set, white cable, 120 LEDs per set, 

MAX 63 sets connected from MV021.

480 lumens. LED colours:

FLASHFLASH

MV087
2m set, black cable, 60 LEDs per set, 

MAX 126 sets connected from MV021.

240 lumens. LED colours:

MV009
5m set, black cable, 120 LEDs per set, 

MAX 63 sets connected from MV021.

480 lumens. LED colours:

MV086
2m set, black cable, 60 LEDs per set, 

MAX 126 sets connected from MV021.

240 lumens. LED colours:

MV088
2m set, white cable, 60 LEDs per set, 

MAX 126 sets connected from MV021.

240 lumens. LED colours:

MV011
5m set, white cable, 120 LEDs per set, 

MAX 63 sets connected from MV021.

480 lumens. LED colours:

DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable

LAST CHANCE
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MV021B-TIMER
2.3m starter cable with timer function, 

rectifier, powers up to 200m (2 reels), 

1 connector port.

FL068
2m starter cable with dimmer and 

remote, rectifier, powers up to 100m 

(1 reel), 1 connector port.

On the product page, add the female connector to your cut to length rope light and enjoy the option to add 

more lengths, colours and all ConnectPro® products and accessories in one display. It’s never been this easy 

incoroprating rope light into your display, and powering everything from the same starter cable!

female 
connector

female 
connector

female 
connector

Our market leading cut-to-length lights allow you 

to create a display that’s entirely tailored to your 

individual needs. You can have both the rope light, 

and our brand new ultra-bright strip light, cut from 

1m to 100m. With a great range of connectable 

accessories, this is a simple indoor and outdoor plug 

and play solution for many applications.

Working temperature: -20⁰C to 60⁰C

ConnectPro® Rope Light

ConnectPro® rope light

LED:

36 LEDs per metre

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

CUT LENGTH:

1-100m in metre intervals

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

TUBE SIZE:

13mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

LED WATTAGE:

0.064W per LED

DIMMABLE:

Yes

RL001

White LED colour temperature is 7,000K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

An end cap or female connector is required 
for each length of rope light ordered.  

ConnectPro® connector to 
continue additional rope 

light lengths

Use ConnectPro® accessories 
with your rope light

RL001
36 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, 13mm tubing, 

200m (2 x 100m reels). Powered by MV021.

260 lumens per metre. LED colours:

MV021
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up 

to 200m (2 reels), 

1 connector port.

RL006
1 metre PVC strip mount.

FL-605
Clear plastic mount clips, 10 pack, 

secure your installation.

AC-CON
Female connector for cut to length 

rope light. This allows further 

connections of ConnectPro™ products. 

AC-CAP
End cap for cut to length rope light. 

This finalises the connection.

RL001PI

RL001W

RL006

RL001RRL001G

RL001WW

FL-605

RL001B

RL001M RL001M

AC-CAP AC-CON
Female connector
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AC-CAP-N AC-CON-N
Female connector

On the product page, add the female connector to your cut to length neon flex and enjoy the option to add 

more lengths, colours and all ConnectPro® products and accessories in one display. It’s never been this easy 

incorporating neon flex into your display, and powering everything from the same starter cable!

female 
connector

female 
connector

female 
connector

The biggest and most exciting trend to hit the 

lighting world, every commercial display needs 

neon! In warm white, white, blue, green, red or pink, 

there are 120 LEDs per metre, meaning your display 

will definitely stand out from the crowd. Cut from 

1 metre to 50 metres, choose whatever length you 

need to create a bright and vibrant installation. 

Super flexible, this neon flex light can be bent into 

any shape and, since it’s IP65 rated, you can create 

any display anywhere!

ConnectPro® Neon Flex

ConnectPro® neon flex

LED:

120 LEDs per metre

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

CUT LENGTH:

1-50m in metre intervals

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

TUBE SIZE:

17 x 7mm

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

LED WATTAGE:

0.07W per LED

DIMMABLE:

Yes

RL015PI

ConnectPro® connector to 
continue additional neon 

flex lengths

Use ConnectPro® accessories 
with your neon flex

RL015
120 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, single sid-

ed, 50m max (1 reel). Powered by MV021.

400 lumens per metre. LED colours:

MV021
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up 

to 50m (1 reel), 1 connector port.

RL006
1 metre PVC strip mount.

FL-605
Clear plastic mount clips, 10 pack, 

secure your installation.

AC-CON-N
Female connector for cut to length 

neon flex. This allows further 

connections of ConnectPro™ products. 

AC-CAP-N
End cap for cut to length neon flex. 

This finalises the connection.

RL015W RL015WW RL015 FL-605

RL015PI RL015RRL015G RL015B

Female connector

MV021B-TIMER
2.3m starter cable with timer function, 

rectifier, powers up to 50m (1 reel), 1 

connector port.

FL068
2m starter cable with dimmer and 

remote, rectifier, powers up to 30m, 

 1 connector port.

White LED colour temperature is 7,000K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

An end cap or female connector is required 
for each length of neon flex ordered.  

RL006
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AC-CAP-S AC-CON-S

Featuring 60 SMD LEDs per metre, in a variety of 

colours including red, green, blue, white, warm 

white and pink, this cut to length strip light boasts 

a super bright 350 lumen output per metre. The 

flexible yet sturdy construction allows you to sculpt 

it around corners for a perfect fit! Popular for adding 

a splash of vibrant colour to parties, weddings, and 

Christmas displays, this strip light is perfect for 

permanent displays in bars and restaurants too. 

The IP65 rating also means it provides its year-round 

brightness either indoors or outdoors.

ConnectPro® Strip Light

ConnectPro® strip light

LED:

60 SMD LEDs per metre

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

CUT LENGTH:

1-100m in metre intervals

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

TUBE SIZE:

12 x 7mm

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

LED WATTAGE:

0.08W per LED

DIMMABLE:

Yes

RL014

ConnectPro® connector to 
continue additional strip 

light lengths

Use ConnectPro® accessories 
with your strip light

NEW

On the product page, add the female connector to your cut to length strip light and enjoy the option to add 

more lengths, colours and all ConnectPro® products and accessories in one display. It’s never been this easy 

incorporating strip light into your display, and powering everything from the same starter cable!

female 
connector

female 
connector

female 
connector

RL014
60 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, single sid-

ed, 100m max. Powered by MV021.

1,000 lumens per metre. LED colours:

MV021
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up 

to 100m (1 reel), 1 connector port.

RL006
1 metre PVC strip mount.

AC115
Clear plastic mount clips, 10 pack, 

secure your installation.

AC-CON-S
Female connector for cut to length 

strip light. This allows further 

connections of ConnectPro™ products. 

AC-CAP-S
End cap for cut to length strip light. 

This finalises the connection.

RL014W RL014WW RL014 AC115

RL014PI RL014RRL014G RL014B

MV021B-TIMER
2.3m starter cable with timer function, 

rectifier, powers up to 100m (1 reels), 

1 connector port.

FL068
2m starter cable with dimmer and 

remote, rectifier, powers up to 60m, 

 1 connector port.

White LED colour temperature is 7,000K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

An end cap or female connector is required 
for each length of strip light ordered.  

RL006
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LAST CHANCE

MV056
2m x 2m, white cable, 400 bulbs per 

set, 20 drop lengths, MAX 19 sets 

connected from MV021.

1,600 lumens. LED colours:

MV081
2m x 2m, black cable, 180 bulbs per set, 

MAX 42 sets connected from MV021.

720 lumens. LED colours:

MV031
2m x 2.5m, white cable, 500 bulbs per 

set, 20 drop lengths, MAX 15 sets 

connected from MV021.

2,000 lumens. LED colours:

The quickest way to add professional quality 

lighting to any space, curtain lights are popular 

for decorating large areas, and they’re great 

for when the light strings need to be precisely 

arranged. 

The ConnectPro® range gives your event space 

coverage of up to 70m in width, and is easy to 

install.

ConnectPro® Curtain Lights & Net Lights

ConnectPro® curtain lights

BULB SPACING:

100mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

14.4W/35W/70W

MV056
MV081, net light

MV031

MV081, net light

MV031 MV056

MV081, net light

ConnectPro® connectors MV081 LED bulb and casing

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

NET LIGHT

DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable

MV035
1.8m x 2m (WxH), black cable, 210 bulbs 

per set, MAX 36 sets connected from 

MV021. LED colours:

LAST CHANCE
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With more LEDs per metre, cluster lights are 

great for adding impressive brightness with 

minimal effort! Most often used to highlight 

the contours and eaves of buildings, you can 

connect up to 150m of these ConnectPro® 

clusters all from one plug. Wherever your 

display, whether indoors or out, any design is 

possible.

ConnectPro® Garland and Cluster Lights

ConnectPro® garland and cluster lights

BULB SPACING:

25mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

17.5W

MV054

ConnectPro® connectors Branded cable tie

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

MV054
5m set, black cable, 250 bulbs per set, 

MAX 30 sets connected from MV021.

1,000 lumens. 

LED colours:

MV061
3m set, black cable, 40 bulbs per set, 

MAX 190 sets connected from MV021.

160 lumens. LED colours:

MV068
3m set, black cable, 40 bulbs per set, 

MAX 190 sets connected from MV021.

160 lumens. LED colours:

MV054

MV061 MV061 MV068

MV054 stem spacing

CLUSTER LIGHT

DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable

INCLUDES DECORATIONS

INCLUDES DECORATIONS
Decorations not included Decorations not included
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ConnectPro® LED motif lights are extremely 

versatile, with the ability to integrate anywhere 

into a display, whether this is fixed to building 

facades, suspended from roof lines, within 

overhead canopies or decorating giant 

display trees. 

Our range of accessories ensures near unlimited 

project sizes can run from one plug.

ConnectPro® Motif Lights

ConnectPro® motif lights

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

TUBE SIZE:

13mm diameter

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

MOTIF WATTAGE:

10W - 102W

MT021

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

FLASHFLASH

FLASH

FLASH

MT028

MV016
45cm snowflake silhouette, 144 LEDs, 

MAX 52 sets connected from MV021.

576 lumens. LED colours:

MV016

MV019

MV017 MV018

MT028
North Star silhouette, 0.95x0.7m, 145 LEDs 

per set, MAX 52 sets connected from 

MV021, 10W. LED colours:

MV017
45cm snowflake silhouette, 144 LEDs, 

MAX 52 sets connected from MV021.

576 lumens. LED colours:

MV018
53cm star silhouette, 72 LEDs, MAX 105 

sets connected from MV021.

288 lumens. LED colours:

MT021
North Star, 2x0.9m, 378 LEDs per set, MAX 

20 sets connected from MV021, 20.5W.

LED colours:

MV019
45cm star silhouette, 72 LEDs, MAX 105 

sets connected from MV021.

288 lumens. LED colours:

ConnectPro® connectors Branded cable tie

FLASH

DIMMABLE WITH:

SKU FL068
Dimmer starter cable
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SKU: MV076 system plug

Connector: 2 pins Max Wattage: 720W

Hertz: 50Hz
Max LED: 7,600 LEDs / 950m

Max Current Per LED: 20mA

Fuse: 16A

Voltage: 220-240V ~ Rectifier: 4A Bridge

MT023

MT071

MT023
Merry Christmas motif, 4.4x1.1m, 1,781 

LEDs per set, MAX 4 sets connected 

from MV021, 102W.

MT066

MT037

MT072 MT073

MT036

MT047 MT048 MT049

MT048
Reindeer motif, 1x0.78m, 300 LEDs per 

set, MAX 25 

sets connected from MV021, 19W.

MT073
Snowflake motif, 2x1m, 784 LEDs per 

set, MAX 9 sets connected from MV021, 

37W.

MT071
Shooting star motif, .7x0.65m, 510 LEDs 

per set, MAX 14 sets connected from 

MV021, 26W.

MT033
Bells & star motif, 2x0.8m, 470 LEDs per 

set, MAX 16 

sets connected from MV021, 22.5W.

MT049
Snowman motif, 1.1x0.72m, 336 LEDs 

per set, MAX 22 sets connected from 

MV021, 22.5W.

MT037
Shooting star motif, 2x0.75m, 621 LEDs 

per set, MAX 12 sets connected from 

MV021, 26W.

MT036
Snowflake motif, 2x0.9m, 639 LEDs per 

set, MAX 11 sets connected from MV021, 

35.5W.

MT035
Christmas present motif, 1.5x0.75m, 495 

LEDs per set, MAX 15 sets connected 

from MV021, 30W.

MT066
Christmas tree motif, 1.8x1.1m, 30 LEDs 

per metre rope light, 882 LEDs, MAX 8 

sets connected from MV021, 54.6W.

MT047
Santa motif, 1.1x1m, 360 LEDs per set, 

MAX 21 sets connected from MV021, 

25.5W.

MT072
Snowflake & icicle motif, 2x0.75m, 480 

LEDs per set, MAX 15 sets connected 

from MV021, 26W.

MT033MT023 MT035

Power ConnectPro® in industrial environments
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Brand new for this year, our colour-changing lights add 

an extra dimension to your display. With 8 different 

colours, including red, green, blue, white, yellow, sea 

blue, purple and multi-colour, these lights make every 

installation stand out from the crowd. 

There’s a handy 8 hour timer, for effortless lighting and 

even a remote control with a 20m range, so you can 

stay in control of your lights at the touch of a button. 

The lights feature 4 eye-catching functions, static, 

flash, chasing and wave and there’s a speed setting 

too, so you can choose whether to have your lights 

flashing fast or slow.

ConnectPro® Colour Select Lights

MV094

ConnectPro® colour change 
RF controller

MV095B starter cable

ConnectPro® string lights

LED SPACING:

125mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

RUBBER CABLE:

1 x  0.5mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

7mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

14W

POWERED BY:

SKU: MV095B

Colour change strings are compatible with all ConnectPro™ accessories.

MV094
10m string, black cable, 80 LEDs, colour 

select function, MAX 15 sets. Powered 

by MV095B. 

MV101
5m set, black cable, 10 bulbs per set, 

Opaque G45 cap, MAX 30 sets. 

Powered by MV095.

MV095B
2m starter cable for colour select lights, 

rectifier, powers max wattage of 300W, 

1 connector port.

MV096
40 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, 13mm 

tubing, 30m max. Powered by MV095.

MV094 Yellow MV094 Multi

MV094 Red

MV094 White

MV094 Green MV094 Blue

MV094 Sea Blue

NEW

NEW NEW

MV094 Pink

MV101NEW MV096NEW

Red LED: 40 lumensRed LED: 80 lumens

Blue LED: 60 lumensBlue LED: 120 lumens

Green LED: 80 lumensGreen LED: 160 lumens

White LED: 180 lumensWhite LED: 360 lumens
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With 14 different accessories in the ConnectPro® range, these are the lifeblood of the whole system. They allow 

the free flow of installations, meaning you’ve got the flexibility to create any type and size of display you want. 

Including extension cables in 2m, 5m and 10m options, along with ring and curtain connectors, and 2 or 3 way 

connectors, the only limit to your display is your imagination!

ConnectPro® Accessories

MV057
3 way connector, 1 x male connector 

and 3 x female connectors.

Cable colours:

MV021
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up to 

7,600 LEDs, 1 connector port.

Cable colours:

MV024
Y cord, rubber cable, 1 x male and 2 x 

female connector ports.

Cable colours:

MV058
2m extension lead, rubber cable, 1 x 

male and 1 x female connector port.

Cable colours:

MV076
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up to 

7,600 LEDs, 1 connector port.

Cable colours:

MV021-EU
2m starter cable, rectifier, powers up to 

7,600 LEDs, 1 connector port, EU plug.

Cable colours:

FL068
2m starter cable, 6/8 hour timer option, 

including wireless controller, MAX 

480W, 2*1.5mm2 cable, Cable colours:

MV025
Curtain top, rubber cable, 1 x male and 

9 x female connector ports. 

Cable colours:

MV059
9 port ring, 1 x male and 9 x female 

connector ports.

Cable colours:

MV022
5m extension lead, rubber cable, 1 x 

male and 1 x female connector port

Cable colours:

MV026
5 port ring, 1 x male and 5 x female 

connector ports. 

Cable colours:

MV029
T cord, 1 x male and 2 x female 

connector ports. 

Cable colours:

MV091
Timer controller, 6 or 8 hour timer 

option, 15cm cable length.

Cable colours:

MV023
10m extension lead, rubber cable, 1 x 

male and 1 x female connector port.

Cable colours:

MV025 MV057MV026

FL068 MV076

MV021-EU

MV029

MV059

MV022
MV023
MV058

MV091

MV024MV021

For detailed videos of ConnectPro® 
accessories, visit our YouTube channel.
youtube.com/festivelights
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Hertz: 50Hz

Mix and match products within the range
String lights, festoons, icicles, clusters, curtains, nets, motifs, garlands and figures

Connectable lights with a difference – 
you pick the power!

At the cutting edge of low voltage, multi-power-source 

lighting, this system offers you excellent performance, 

safety and versatility. Including all of our bestselling lighting 

products, like string lights, festoons and curtain lights, 

everything in this range can be powered by either solar, 

battery, or 31V mains power.

The high quality PVC cable ensures durability in all weather 

and is backed by our market leading, 2 year anti-rust 

guarantee. All the products in this revolutionary range 

The most versatile range of connectable lights we’ve ever stocked, the ConnectGo® system 

gives you ultimate flexibility for your lighting display.

feature our professionally moulded connections, which 

are designed with shaped wings for a reassuringly 

strong connection.

There are six power supplies to choose from, for whatever 

your display needs, so you can power from 50 to 4,000 LEDs 

(400 metres), all with multifunction capability.

Switch and change 
power supplies

Mix & match Rated IP44
Weatherproof

2 year warranty

IP44

SKU: CG025 large system power pack

Connector: 2 pin Max Wattage: 60W

Max LED: 4,000 LEDs / 1,000 LEDs 

per port

Max Current Per LED: 20mA

Fuse: 3A

Multi-functions Include: 
Steady On, Combination, In Waves, Sequential, Slow-Glow, Flash, Slow Fade, Twinkling

Voltage: 31V

Memory Function: Yes

ConnectGo® system specification

COLOUR TEMPERATURE:

Warm White 2,700k 

White 6,400k

LED SPEC:

3V, 0.06W, 20mA

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

60W large power pack

36W medium power pack

8.4W small power pack

POWER:

31V, DC

PVC CABLE TYPE:

2 x 0.3mm2
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With green and clear PVC, and black rubber, 

cable options, these versatile strings can be 

used for a whole host of projects both indoors 

and out. Adding effortlessly elegant lighting 

to halls, marquees and large trees, when low 

voltage is required, these are the go-to lights.

ConnectGo® String Lights

ConnectGo® string lights

LED SPACING:

100mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

4mm diameter (concave)

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

0.78W - 1.35W (10m string)

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG002

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG001
5m set, clear PVC cable, 50 LEDs per 

set, MAX 80 sets connected from 

CG025, 200 lumens..

LED colours:

CG027
10m set, black rubber cable, 100 LEDs 

per set, MAX 40 sets connected from 

CG025, 400 lumens.

LED colours:

CG002
5m set, green PVC cable, 50 LEDs 

per set, MAX 80 sets connected from 

CG025, 200 lumens.

LED colours:

CG026
5m set, silver wire, 50 LEDs per set, 

MAX 80 sets connected from CG025, 

200 lumens.

LED colours:

CG042
5m set, green PVC cable, 50 LEDs 

per set, MAX 80 sets connected from 

CG025, 200 lumens.

LED colours:

Rubber cable!

CG026

CG001

CG027

CG042
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CG048
Festoon 5m set, black rubber cable, 10 opaque 

bulbs per set, 5 SMD LEDs per bulb, MAX 20 

sets connected from CG025, 300 lumens.

LED colours:

Fast becoming the most popular lights for 

event decoration, festoons create lighting 

displays with serious style, and are the go-to 

lights for weddings, bars and restaurants. 

With full size, retro-inspired A60 bulbs, these 

ConnectGo® festoons add decorative lighting 

to any venue and look great whilst doing it 

too! Create fabulous canopies with our ring or 

curtain connectors and join up to 20 sets.

ConnectGo® Festoon Lights

ConnectGo® string lights

LED SPACING:

0.5m

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

LED STYLE:

SMD / ‘Filament’

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

40mm - 60mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

3.1W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG020

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 1 set

CG005 D battery box = 2 sets

CG006 solar panel = 1 set

CG052 small transformer = 3 sets

CG008 med transformer = 11 sets

CG025 large transformer = 20 sets* 
(*5 sets from each port)

CG033

CG048

CG020

CG033

CG048

CG020 CG020

CG033

CG048

CG020
A60 5m set, black rubber cable, 

10 bulbs per set, 5 SMD LEDs per bulb, 

MAX 20 sets connected from CG025, 

300 lumens. LED colours:

CG033
A60 5m set, black rubber cable, 10 

bulbs per set, filament LED, MAX 

20 sets connected from CG025, 160 

lumens. LED colours:
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With up to 40m coverage from one plug and 

multi-function capability, these clear cable 

icicles are ideally suited to medium scale 

projects. With their safe operating voltage, 

dressing the roof line of commercial properties 

or temporary structures is their ultimate use. 

However, they are also a useful option where 

plug sockets are not accessible, by using our 

battery power packs, which include convenient 

24hr timer controls.

ConnectGo® Icicle Lights

ConnectGo® icicle lights

LED SPACING:

9cm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

4mm diameter (concave)

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

2.73W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG003

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

CG003 CG035

CG003
5m set, clear PVC cable, 200 LEDS, 

MAX 20 sets connected from CG025, 

800 lumens.

LED colours:

CG036
2m set, clear PVC cable, 80 LEDS, MAX 

50 sets connected from CG025, 

400 lumens.

LED colours:

CG035
5m set, black PVC cable, 200 LEDS, 

MAX 20 sets connected from CG025, 

800 lumens.

LED colours:

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG037
2m set, black PVC cable, 80 LEDS, 

MAX 50 sets connected from CG025, 

400 lumens.

LED colours:

CG035 
Black PVC cable

CG003
Clear PVC cable
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With up to 50 metres of coverage from one 

power source, ConnectGo cluster lights are 

great for adding impressive brightness with 

minimal effort! An amazingly useful option for 

when mains power is an issue, these cluster 

lights can be used anywhere by using our 

large battery pack.

ConnectGo® Cluster Lights

ConnectGo® cluster lights

LED SPACING:

1.35cm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

4mm diameter (concave)

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

4.2W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG032

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG039

CG032

CG039

CG032

CG032
4m set, clear PVC cable, 300 LEDS, 

MAX 12 sets connected from CG025, 

1,200 lumens.

LED colours:

CG039
4m set, green PVC cable, 300 LEDS, 

MAX 12 sets connected from CG025, 

1,200 lumens.

LED colours:
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With ConnectGo® curtains, you create a 

stunning curtain backdrop, with the versatility 

of powering by plug or battery, these curtains 

make sure you’re able to create the ultimate 

statement in any location.

ConnectGo® Curtain Lights

ConnectGo® curtain lights

LED SPACING:

100mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:
5mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

1.2W / 4.2W / 4.2W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG023

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG023
2x3m, clear PVC cable, 300 LEDS, 

MAX 12 sets connected from CG025, 

1,200 lumens.

LED colours:

CG024
1x1m, clear PVC cable, 100 LEDS, 

MAX 40 sets connected from CG025, 

400 lumens.

LED colours:

CG003 CG035

CG024CG023
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Pre-built and connectable net lights make 

decorating larger areas quick and simple. 

Perfect for draping over trees and hedgerows 

and to cover walls and windows effortlessly, 

they can be displayed in any location, indoors 

or out.

On a durable dark green cable, and with ice 

white and warm white LED bulb colour options, 

you can choose between battery and mains 

power for a versatile display. 

ConnectGo® Net Lights

ConnectGo® net lights

LED SPACING:

200mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

LED SIZE:
4mm diameter (concave)

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

STRING WATTAGE:

1.96W / 3.92W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG028

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG029

CG028

CG029

CG028

CG028
2x2m, green PVC cable, 140 LEDS, 

MAX 28 sets connected from CG025, 

560 lumens.

LED colours:

CG029
3x3m, green PVC cable, 280 LEDS, 

MAX 12 sets connected from CG025, 

1,120 lumens.

LED colours:
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Rope light motifs are very versatile and can 

integrate into the ConnectGo® system at any 

point. Stars or snowflakes can mix together with 

strings, icicles and garlands to create a medium 

scale Christmas project, such as a grotto or 

Christmas market.

With their white metal framework, they are 

easily attached to structures, branches, catenary 

wires and commercial Christmas trees.

ConnectGo® Motif Lights

ConnectGo® motif lights

CG045 LEDS:

30

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

CG012 LEDS:

120

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

ROPE LIGHT DIA:
13mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

MOTIF WATTAGE:

1.63W / 0.42W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG012

White LED colour temperature is 6,000K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG045

CG012

CG045

CG012

CG012
45cm snowflake, clear PVC cable, 

120 LEDS, MAX 32 sets connected 

from CG025, 480 lumens.

LED colours:

CG045
35cm star, clear PVC cable, 30 LEDS, 

MAX 130 sets connected from CG025, 

120 lumens.

LED colours:
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Our commercial garland designs capture the 

essence of Christmas and lend themselves to 

simplistic installations. Popular for dressing 

bars, restaurants and hotels, with scope to 

connect up to 240 metres of garland from the 

large power pack. Make use of the accessories 

and alternative power supplies to cover any 

project request.

ConnectGo® Garland Light

ConnectGo® garland light

LED SPACING:

100mm

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

LED SIZE:

4mm diameter (concave)

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

GARLAND DIA:
30mm diameter

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

GARLAND WATTAGE:

0.68W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

CG014

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs* 
(*1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG014

CG014

CG014

CG014

CG014
3m garland, dark green PVC cable, 50 LEDs, 

MAX 80 sets connected from CG025, 

252 garland tips, 200 lumens.

10cm cable length. LED colours:
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CG051K

CG049K

CG051F

CG049F

CG051M

CG049M

Christmas figures transform any scene into the perfect winter wonderland 

and now you can add even more flexibility to your display with our brand 

new ConnectGo® figures. With the benefit of being multi-power source, 

these festive figures can be adapted to suit every display, unrestricted by 

power outlets since you can choose between battery and mains power. 

Their safe operating voltage makes them ideal for displays where families 

and young children may be nearby. Make use of the accessories and 

alternative power supplies to create a glorious grotto with 

eye-catching multifunction. 

ConnectGo® Figures

ConnectGo® figures

LED SPACING:

NA

HERTZ:

50Hzmm

PVC CABLE:

2 x  0.3mm ²

MAX CURRENT PER LED:

20mA

CAP SIZE:

4mm diameter (concave)

PER LED VOLTAGE:

3V

FIGURE WATTAGE:

1.68W - 5.6W

MULTI-FUNCTION:

Yes

Deer family, CG051 M / F / K

CG049K
75cm wicker fawn, brown PVC cable, 

120 LEDs, 480 lumens, 1.68W.

Small transformer - MAX 5 figures

Medium transformer - MAX 21 figures

Large transformer - MAX 32 figures

LED colours:

CG049M
1.85m wicker stag, brown PVC cable, 

400 LEDs, 1,600 lumens, 5.6W.

Small transformer - MAX 1 figure

Medium transformer - MAX 6 figures

Large transformer - MAX 8 figures

LED colours:

CG051F
70cm doe, white acrylic cable, 

200 LEDs, 800 lumens, 2.8W.

Small transformer - MAX 3 figures

Medium transformer - MAX 12 figures

Large transformer - MAX 20 figures

LED colours:

CG049F
1m wicker doe, brown PVC cable, 

350 LEDs, 1,400 lumens, 4.9W.

Small transformer - MAX 1 figure

Medium transformer - MAX 7 figures

Large transformer - MAX 8 figures 

LED colours:

CG051K
56cm fawn stag, white acrylic cable, 

100 LEDs, 280 lumens, 1.4W.

Small transformer - MAX 6 figures

Medium transformer - MAX 25 figures

Large transformer - MAX 40 figures

LED colours:

CG051M
1.4m stag, white acrylic cable, 250 LEDs, 

1,000 lumens, 3.5W.

Small transformer - MAX 2 figures

Medium transformer - MAX 10 figures

Large transformer - MAX 16 figures 

LED colours:

White LED colour temperature is 6,400K

Warm White LED colour temperature is 2,700K
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Adding even more flexibility to the ConnectGo® range, the six 

different power options mean your lights can be installed virtually 

anywhere. Using mains power, you can run up to 600 LEDs (Small), 

1,600 LEDs (Medium), or 4,000 LEDs (Large), all boasting 8-function 

controllers and an in-built memory chip. 

If access to mains power is a problem, our battery power pack options 

are here to save the day; power up to 200 LEDs from the Small or up 

to 400 LEDs from the Large. Offering the same brightness as mains 

power, you still get the multifunction and memory capabilities. 

We’ve also got the option of a solar panel, powering a maximum of 

200 LEDs and featuring both static and twinkle functions, and our 

extensive accessory range. 

ConnectGo® Accessories

Power pack running time guide*

CG008

*Using 50 bulb string. Battery brand can vary significantly.

Power Options

CG004 AA battery box = 200 LEDs

CG005 D battery box = 400 LEDs

CG006 solar panel = 200 LEDs

CG052 small transformer = 600 LEDs

CG008 med transformer = 1,600 LEDs

CG025 large transformer = 4,000 LEDs 
(1,000 LEDs from each port)

CG010
5m extension lead, PVC cable, 1 x male 

connector and 1 x female connector.

Cable colours:

CG004
Small battery box, 30cm cable , 

3 x AA batteries, rubber cable.

Cable colours:

CG008
Medium transformer, 5m PVC cable, 

6 or 8 hour timer, memory chip.

Cable colours:

CG011
Y connector, 50cm, rubber cable, 1 x male 

connector and 2 x female connectors.

Cable colours:

CG005
Large battery box, 30cm cable , 

3 x D batteries, rubber cable.

Cable colours:

CG025
Large transformer, 5m PVC cable, 

6 or 8 hour timer, memory chip, 4 x 

ports. Cable colours:

CG016
EU small transformer, 5m PVC cable, 

memory chip. 

Cable colours:

CG006
Solar panel, 2m cable, ground spike, 

3 x 1.2V AA 400mAh NiMH, rubber cable.

Cable colours:

CG044
5m extension lead, rubber cable, 

1 x male connector and 1 x female 

connector. Cable colours:

CG017
1m curtain connector, PVC cable, 

10 curtain ports.

Cable colours:

CG018
10cm ring connector, 9 connector 

ports.

Cable colours:

CG052
Small transformer, 5m PVC cable, 6 or 8 

hour timer, dimmer function, controller 

included. Cable colours:

CG017 CG018

CG010 CG011

SOLAR PANEL:
6 hours steady on

8 hours twinkle on

LARGE BATTERY BOX: 
1 week steady on

2 weeks twinkle on

4 weeks steady timer (6hr on)

8 weeks twinkle timer (6hr on)

SMALL BATTERY BOX: 
1 week steady on

2 weeks twinkle on

4 weeks steady timer (6hr on)

8 weeks twinkle timer (6hr on)

Colour Key

Green

Black

White

Transparent

CG004

CG044MEMORY CHIP   CG025

MEMORY CHIP   CG016

CG005 CG006 MEMORY CHIP   CG052

MEMORY CHIP

MEMORY CHIPMEMORY CHIP

MEMORY CHIP

For detailed videos of ConnectGo® accessories, visit our YouTube channel.   
youtube.com/festivelights
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Flexible, professional, commercial 
quality festoon lighting.

We designed this universal system to extend up to 

an impressive 3,000 metres, making sure it adapts to 

any occasion. 

With rubber cable and a robust socket design, the belt 

is suitable for both temporary and permanent displays. 

The unique winged connections mean that extending 

the system is effortless but, more importantly, make a 

weathertight seal you can rely on. The belt also features 

30cm, 50cm or 100cm socket spacing, and a rounded cable 

to be more aesthetically pleasing!

The most popular choice for year round event lighting, festoons create show-stopping 

statement displays in every venue.

We offer a comprehensive range of outdoor bulbs too, with 

either B22 or E27 fittings. Our range has everything from 

modern LED G45s with opaque (0.5W) or transparent (1.2W) 

casings, to the latest vintage LED ‘filaments’ (4W) with 

dimmable capability. We also have our traditional shape A60 

bulbs, which are available in the timeless white and warm 

white LED colours, perfect for any event.

A full range of accessories integrates seamlessly to make 

installations more dynamic and to make your life so much 

easier. The ring connector is definitely the most popular for 

creating centrepieces and suspended canopies. 

Power your display 
from 1 source

Mix & match Rated IP55
Weatherproof

High durability 12 month warranty

IP55

Our FestoonPro® range is the ultimate bespoke festoon lighting system. Connect up to 
3,000m of quality rubber cable belts, in either black or white, choose and replace bulbs 
individually from our huge range of festoon bulbs, and create show-stopping displays. 

Here’s how to do it:

Male and female connectors slot together until 

the rubber seal is reached. Tighten the exterior 

cap using the wings, ensuring the connection 

is weatherproof. Our 7A 240V power cable can 

support up to 1,500 Watts (e.g. 3,000m of linear 

festoon lighting). The system meets all EU safety 

standards and RoHs requirements.

Our lampholders have been specifically designed 

to meet IP55 weatherproof standard and feature 

a durable bulb seal for guaranteed performance 

all year round. We have incorporated a pair of 

convenient fixing holes into the lamp which allow 

permanent or temporary fixing, either onto the 

side of a soffit or attached to a suspended cable. 

Connecting Lampholder

FestoonPro® system specification

*Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

30cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 3,000 bulbs (1,000m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (420m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (330m)

When using 2W bulbs = 750 bulbs (250m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (125m)

When using 8W bulbs = 180 bulbs (60m)

Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

50cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 3,000 bulbs (1,500m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (620m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (500m)

When using 2W bulbs = 750 bulbs (360m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (180m)

When using 8W bulbs = 180 bulbs (90m)

Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

100cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 1,500 bulbs (3,000m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (1,250m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (1,000m)

When using 2W bulbs = 750 bulbs (750m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (360m)

When using 8W bulbs = 180 bulbs (180m)

SOCKET SPACING:

30cm / 50cm / 100cm

LED SPEC:

E27 (screw) or

B22 (bayonet)

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

1,500W

 LED or ‘Filament’

POWER:

240V

RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

Power lead 2 x 1.5mm2 

(HO7RN-F)

Select a belt and add to 
your basket (be sure to 

add the power cable too).

Choose and add bulbs to 
your basket that fit your 

belt e.g. E27 or B22.

(Optional) Add any 
additional accessories 
e.g. extension leads.

Installation guidance:

If suspending without support cable: Max 20m

If suspending with support cable (every 1m): Max. 150 sets (3,000m)

1 2 3

i
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FL010-E27
10m belt, 20 sockets, black cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

Power lead 2 x 1.5mm2 

(HO7RN-F)

LAMP SOCKET SPEC:

E27 (screw) or

B22 (bayonet)

FL049-E27
5m belt, 15 sockets, black cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL012-E27
10m belt, 10 sockets, white cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL049-B22
5m belt, 15 sockets, black cable, 

bayonet fitting, 1 connector port.

FL010-B22
10m belt, 20 sockets, black cable, 

bayonet fitting, 1 connector port.

FL017-E27
10m long drop belt, 10 sockets, black 

cable, screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL064-E27
5m belt, 15 sockets, white cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL011-E27
10m belt, 10 sockets, black cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL048-E27
5m belt, 10 sockets, black cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL048-B22
5m belt, 10 sockets, black cable, 

bayonet fitting, 1 connector port.

FL065-E27
5m belt, 10 sockets, white cable, 

screw fitting, 1 connector port.

FL011-B22
10m belt, 10 sockets, black cable, 

bayonet fitting, 1 connector port.

FL049 FL049FL011 FL012

With near unlimited uses, our professional 

festoon belt is most often displayed 

suspended, such as between lamp posts or 

fixed directly to buildings - typically to soffits 

or fascias. Festoons are really popular for 

dressing town centres, public spaces and large 

commercial trees, but they’re also the go-to 

event lighting for weddings, festivals and 

theme parks.

If you already have the belt, our range of LED 

bulbs can be used to quickly personalise and 

update your display. 

FestoonPro™ E27 belt E27 bulb and lamp socket 

FestoonPro® Belts

FestoonPro® belts

HARNESS LENGTHS:

5m / 10m

WARRANTY:

12 months

LAMP SOCKET SPACING:

30cm / 50cm / 100cm

POWER:

240V

LED SPEC:

E27 (screw) or

B22 (bayonet)

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

1,500W LED or ‘Filament’

FL010

FL048

FL010

FL017

FL065

FL064

FL010

E27 is screw fitting. B22 is bayonet fitting.
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COLOUR
CHANGE

BULB CONSTRUCTION:

Polycarbonate / Glass

BULB WATTAGE:

0.5W - 5W

For colourful bulbs with a retro style, our golf 

ball sized G45 globes are the most popular 

option for outdoor displays, with their durable 

polycarbonate opaque or transparent covers 

and low power consumption. With bulbs

in a variety of colours, sizes and shapes, there’s 

one to suit every project.

FestoonPro® Bulbs

FestoonPro® bulbs

BULB SIZE:

45mm-95mm diameter

WARRANTY:

12 months

LED TYPE:

SMD / ‘Filament’

POWER:

240V

LED SPEC:

E27 (screw) or

B22 (bayonet)

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

1,500W LED or ‘Filament’

FL023

FL013 FL014 FL014

FL013
G45 screw or bayonet fitting, 0.5W, 

SMD opaque, polycarbonate, 30 lumen 

Bulb colours:

FL014
G45 screw or bayonet fitting, 1.2W, 

SMD clear, polycarbonate, 100 lumen

Bulb colours:

FL069
G45 globe bulb, screw fitting, 2W, 

4 SMD LEDs, 40 lumens.

Bulb colours:

FL015
Strobe bulb, screw and bayonet fitting, 

3-5W, SMD opaque, polycarbonate, 

25 lumen. Bulb colours:

FL069-E27
G45 globe bulb, 

screw fitting, 
2W, 4 SMD LEDs, 

40 lumens. Bulb colours:

FL069-B22
G45 globe bulb, 
bayonet fitting, 

2W, 4 SMD LEDs, 
40 lumens. Bulb colours:

FL015
Strobe bulb, screw and 

bayonet fitting, 3-5W, SMD 
opaque, polycarbonate, 
25 lumen. Bulb colours:

FL063W-E27
Screw fitting,  72 white 

SMD LEDs,
65cm plastic casing, 

snowing effect,
24cm lead cable, IP65, 

432 lumens.

E27 is screw fitting. B22 is bayonet fitting.

LAST CHANCE LAST CHANCE

FL023
Animated flame effect, 

screw fitting, 2W, 4 SMD  LEDs, 
25 lumens. Bulb colours:

ANIMATED FLAME EFFECT

SNOWING

2W 2W

E27 bulb and lamp socket 
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FL062

BULB CONSTRUCTION:

Polycarbonate / Glass

BULB WATTAGE:

0.5W - 8W

All of our modern LED bulbs are suited to every 

belt in the FestoonPro® system. Possibly our 

most popular bulb for long-term outdoor 

displays, our vintage glass designs feature 

dimmable ‘filament effect LEDs’ and boast low 

power consumption too. They also look fantastic 

in bars, restaurants and at events.

SKU: FL040 SKU: FL041

FestoonPro® Dimmable Bulbs

FestoonPro® bulbs

BULB SIZE:

45mm-95mm diameter

WARRANTY:

12 months

LED TYPE:

SMD / ‘Filament’

POWER:

240V

LED SPEC:

E27 (screw)

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

1,500W LED or ‘Filament’

FL041

FL041 FL040

FL066-E27

FL041
Diamond screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ 

LED, glass, 350 lumen,12x13cm 

Bulb colours:

FL033
ST64 screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ LED, 

glass, 320 lumen, 6.4x14.5cm 

Bulb colours:

FL040
Crystal screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ 

LED, glass, 350 lumen, 10x13cm

Bulb colours:

FL062
BT180 screw fitting, 8W, ‘filament’ 

LED, glass, 650 lumen, 18x34cm

Bulb colours:

FL034
ST32 screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ LED, 

glass, 320 lumen, 3x19cm 

Bulb colours:

FL066-E27
Screw fitting, 2W, ‘filament’ 

LED, plastic, 108 lumen, 4.5x6cm

Bulb colours:

FL066-B22
Bayonet fitting, 2W, ‘filament’ 

LED, plastic, 108 lumen, 4.5x6cm

Bulb colours:

FL031
A60 screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ 

LED, glass, 320 lumen, 6x10.6cm 

Bulb colours:

FL032
G95 screw fitting, 4W, ‘filament’ 

LED, glass, 320 lumen, 9.5x13.5cm 

Bulb colours:

FL031 FL034FL032 FL033

E27 is screw fitting. B22 is bayonet fitting.

LAST CHANCE

NEW

FL066-B22NEW

DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE DIMMABLE
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AC127
1.8m or 2.4m steel shepherd’s crook 

festoon pole, 2 part build, steel 

construction, cable holder at the top.

AC126
1.8m or 2.4m steel festoon pole, 2 part 

build, steel construction, cable holder 

at the top. 

FL058FL057 FL067

FL053BFL068

NEW

FL068
2m starter cable, 6/8 hour timer option, 

including wireless controller, MAX 

480W, 2*1.5mm2 cable, Cable colours:

NEW

With all types of accessories available in this range, we’ve made sure you can create the most dynamic festoon 

displays possible, whilst saving you time and money on each installation.

Extensions are definitely the most popular accessory, allowing lead cables to meet exactly the length you need, 

or for adding unlit sections in the display. The specially designed 10-way ring connector is superb for creating 

striking canopies, and our exclusive E27 pendant range also gives you scope to revamp indoor or outdoor light 

fittings, or existing festoon displays; making sure your display is always on trend.

FestoonPro® Accessories

FL047

FL039-E27
Screw festoon stopper cap, E27 

fitment, terminates any socket. IP44.

Stopper colours:

FL047
2m starter cable, 1 connector port, 

rubber cable.

Cable colours:

FL057
5m extension lead, rubber cable, 1 x 

male and 1 x female connector ports.

Cable colours:

FL051-E27
0.5m pendant drop, rubber cable, 

1 x screw lampholder.

Cable colours:

8812029
25m heavy duty catenary garden wire, 

3.5mm, weatherproof PVC coated.

Wire colours:

FL067
10m extension lead, rubber cable, 1 x 

male and 1 x female connector ports. 

Cable colours:

FL052-E27
1m pendant drop, rubber cable, 

1 x screw lampholder.

Cable colours:

FL058
Y cord, rubber cable, 1 x male and 

2 x female connector ports.

Cable colours:

FL059
30cm ring, rubber cable, 1 x male and 

9 x female connector ports. 

Cable colours:

FL053B
2m starter cable with 16A plug, rubber 

cable.

Cable colours:

FL051-E27 FL052-E27

FL059

AC126FL039-E27

AC127 8812029

FL059

E27 is screw fitting. B22 is bayonet fitting.



Do you ever need a specific colour we don’t stock?
Do you need a specific length for your project?
Do you need to make a bulk purchase?

In order to keep ahead of the curve, we have a specialist team to support 
you in creating specific oders that meet your requirements. Whether 
it’s specific colours, lengths or sizes – with our range of ConnectPro®, 
ConnectGo® and FestoonPro® systems - no job is too big and we thrive on 
the challenging requests!

Whether your project is town or city based, decorating a shopping centre, 
an attraction or catering for a one-off event, we can realise it together. We 
will work alongside you to understand your needs and once you are happy, 
we can manufacture your lighting request.

Contact us before 31st March 2023 to discuss your specific lighting needs in 
order to receive before the Christmas season.  

Our Commercial Lights are for all events, every celebration and each season 
- we can deal with your requests throughout the year for all occasions. business@festive-lights.com

Commercial Christmas Lights 
– made your way
Despite our extensive range of “off the shelf” lighting 
products, we understand you may not see the perfect 
lighting that delivers your vision for your event but we 
are here to help!

+44 (0)1257 228288

THE ORIGINAL WEATHERPROOF POWER CONNECTIONS BOX

IP RATING

200 285 330

SALES@DRI-BOX.COM
+44 (0)1257 792111
DRI-BOX.COM

DRiBOX BRANDING   ///   INTEGRATED CABLE GUIDE   ///   CABLE TIE LOCKING MECHANISM

Small and volume orders catered for!

THE TRUSTED
WAY TO KEEP YOUR
OUTDOOR ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS DRY

THE TRUSTED
WAY TO KEEP YOUR
OUTDOOR ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS DRY
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Each design perfectly encapsulates its real life counterpart and 

is brought to life with thousands of LEDs and vibrant colour for 

unbeatable realism. Each figure is manufactured with a lightweight 

fibreglass sub-structure, adorned with commercial LED lights and 

finished with either woven acylic or fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) for 

seasonal or permenant use.

Indoor & Outdoor Sculptures
Looking for that amazing display piece that will wow onlookers day or night?

Call us on +44 (0)1257 221966 
to discuss availability!

LIFE-SIZE FIGURES!

MT044 MT043

FL-1874

MT065 MT063

MT062 MT061

MT042

FL-1273

MT064
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6121006
6m flagpole tree, 1,200 LEDs, 

15W, 10m lead cable, plug-in, 

(pole separate). LED colours:

F6121002WWW
2m pole tree, 300 LEDs, white and 

warm white twinkle, 6W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. LED colours:

F6121004WWW
4m pole tree, 640 LEDs - 544 warm 

white / 96 white twinkle, 9W, 10m 

lead cable, plug-in. LED colours:

3721003
1.5m door step trees (2 pack), 280 

warm white LEDs, 6W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. LED colours:

F6121017CC
2m pole tree, 216 colour changing 

LEDs, remote control, 2.4W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. LED colours:

F6121018CC
3m pole tree, 306 colour changing 

LEDs, remote control, 7.2W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. LED colours:

F6121019CC
4m pole tree, 450 colour changing 

LEDs, remote control, 9W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. LED colours:

All new trees are exclusive to Festive Lights, 
get in touch to learn more!

6121002
2m pole tree, 300 LEDs, 6W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. 

LED colours:
White and multi LED 
are Festive exclusives!

White and multi LED 
are Festive exclusives!

Available in a variety of sizes and covered with super bright LEDs, in 

either white, warm white (static and twinkle), multi-colour and colour 

changing, look no further than Starry Night trees if you’re looking for 

the wow factor for your display.

Starry Night Trees
Starry Night trees are fantastic display trees you can install and pack away with ease! 

Their simple telescopic pole and flexible pre-lit web construction mean maximum 

impact for minimal effort.
6121016

6121004

61210073721003

6121025 6121026
NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

61210026121001

6121004
4m pole tree, 640 LEDs, 9W, 10m lead 

cable, plug-in. 

LED colours:

6121001
2m door tree, 100 warm white LEDs, 

2.4W, 10m lead cable, plug-in. 

LED colours:

6121015
2m floor standing tree, 200 warm 

white LEDs, 3.6W, 10m lead cable, 

plug-in. LED colours:

6121003
3m pole tree, 480 LEDs, 7.2W, 

10m lead cable, plug-in. 

LED colours:

6121016
3m floor standing tree, 240 warm 

white LEDs, 3.6V, 10m lead cable, 

plug-in. LED colours:

TWINKLE TWINKLE

6121025
6m flagpole black 5 section (1,304mm) 

51x1.5mm.

Use with: 6121006

6121026
8m flagpole black 6 section (1,441mm) 

51x1.5mm

Use with: 6121007

NEW

White and multi LED 
are Festive exclusives!

Festive Lights exclusive!

Festive Lights exclusive! Festive Lights exclusive!

Festive Lights exclusive! Festive Lights exclusive!

NEW colour changing trees, only at Festive Lights!

White LED is a Festive 
Lights exclusives!
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Previously featured in Mashable, Wired, Forbes and the New 
York Times, Twinkly is the most advanced product for lighting 
decorations. Twinkly smart lighting has revolutionised the 
decorative lighting industry by offering unparalleled customisation 
at just the click of a button. 

Enter the 
Twinkly world  

As Twinkly continues to thrive, it’s wide range of 

app-controlled lights have continued to expand in 

order to keep up with the growing demand. 

Its range of strings, clusters, icicles, festoons, 

wreaths, garlands, and pre-lit tress has now been 

joined by lines (strip lights), (neon effect) flex and 

squares – all controlled via your smartphone. 

The app, available on both iOS and Android, 

seamlessly controls your whole Twinkly display; 

syncing different light sets together using the 

handing group function. Map each individual LED 

and play with the dozens of magical effects to 

set your tree a light. You can even set the colour, 

pattern and effects of your lights to music! Create 

the perfect ambiance and atmosphere with the 

magic of Christmas at your fingertips. 

View the Twinkly range at: 
business.festive-lights.com/twinkly-for-resellers

Twinkly – Smart lighting for resellers.

Interested in selling Twinkly in 2023?

Festive Lights are proud to be the UK distributor of Twinkly – 
the very best in smart Christmas lighting. 

Festive Lights are proud to distribute Twinkly in the UK. 
We’ve stocked Twinkly products for years and feel uniquely 
qualified to guide and advise you. 

If you’re interested in stocking Twinkly at your store, please 
get in touch today by calling our Twinkly division directly on 
01257 228288.

Swipe to choose your 
colours in the order 

you want them!
01257 228288

twinkly@festive-lights.com

It combines addressable LEDs, a WiFi and Bluetooth controller and 
most significantly, a state-of-the-art smartphone app allowing you 
to customise your display with ease. The app gives you the power to 
animate and change the colour and design of your Christmas tree 
in an instant, creating stunning visual effects previously considered 
impossible for domestic displays. 

CONTROL VIA APP CREATE YOUR SCENE

SYNC TO MUSIC LINK MULTIPLE DISPLAYS
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String Lights
TWS100STP-BUK

TWS250STP-BUK

TWS400STP-BUK

TWS600STP-BUK

TWS250SPP-BUK

TWS250SPP-TUK

TWS400SPP-BUK

TWS600SPP-BUK

TWS250GOP-BUK

TWS400GOP-BUK

Icicle Lights
TWI190STP-TUK

TWI190SPP-TUK

TWI190GOP-TUK

Curtain Light
TWW210SPP-TUK

Spritzer
TWB200STP-WUK

Cluster Lights
TWC400STP-BUK 

Garland
TWG050SPP-BUK

Wreath
TWR050SPP-BUK

Festoon Lights
TWF020STP-BUK

TWF040STP-BUK

TWF020GOP-BUK

TWF040GOP-BUK

Light Trees
TWWT050SPP-BUK

TWP300SPP-BUK

TWP500SPP-BUK

TWP750SPP-BUK

TWP01KSPP-BUK

Music Dongle
TMD01USB

6m Light Tree Poles
TWP-01K-POLE-B

Twinkly Corner
TWCORNER7.5K-UKLine Light

TWL100STW-BUK

TWL100STW-BUK-3M

TWL100STW-WUK

TWL100ADP-B

Dot Lights
TWD060STP-B

TWD200STP-BUK 

TWD200STP-TUK

TWD400STP-BUK

Square Lights 
TWQ064STW-03-BAD

TWQ064STW-07-BUK

Flex Light
TWFL200STW-WUK

TWFL200STW-KIT
Mini Caps
TMC100-S 

Magic isn’t just for Christmas.

Whilst Christmas is our passion, Twinkly can be found in our everyday lives, 24/7, 365 days a year!

Introducing our beautiful interior form factor product line, with a sprinkling of Twinkly’s magic technology. From 

ambient lighting to an elite gaming zone, the possibilities are endless. 

The Twinkly retail range can light up your best moments, highlighting any occasion. Parties with families and 

friends, events and celebrations – Twinkly is more than capable of brightening up all your special moments. 
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The capability to create original, customisable lighting effects 
whilst saving resources and time has never been so easy. The 
online cloud portal provides a virtual space to manage an entire 
project remotely. Upgrade towns, cities, and shopping centers 
with ultimate flexibility, switching up events, festivals, and 
celebrations all year round.

Next generation smart lighting 
for professionals.

Map and manage lights from the palm of your hand! 

Twinkly Pro comprises of smart addressable LEDs, and a 
connected mobile app, to create professional lighting displays. 

Check out 

WiFi / Bluetooth /Ethernet Combine Cloud Management

Upload Effects Addressable LEDs Automated Light Mapping

Liverpool FC

Manchester City FC

Thanks to the ethernet and WiFi connectivity, Project 
Managers can control single or multiple elements, syncing 
them together with ease. All of our controllers communicate 
with each other and the Twinkly app, allowing you to map 
and manage up to 100,000 lights from your palm. 

Create your ideal scene, set your dream atmosphere, 
promote key events and cultural celebrations – 
all thanks to the cloud portal. 

Barton Grange Garden Centre,
Preston 
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Cone trees

PRODUCT TOTAL TREE  

HEIGHT (m)

TOTAL LIT  

HEIGHT (m)

BULBS WEIGHT 

(kg)

DIAMETER 

(m)

POWER 

(w)

4m tree no base 4 4  4500 90 1.5 450

5m tree inc. 1m base 5 4  4500 100 1.6 450

6m tree no base 6 6 9000 125 2.15 900

7m tree inc. 1m base 7 6  9000 150 2.25 900

8m tree inc. 2m base 8 6  9000 170 2.25 900

10m tree inc. 2m base 10 8 15000 550 2.85 1500

50cm Twinkly star topper - 0.5 500 3 0.5 50

The ultimate Christmas centrepiece. Reinvented by Twinkly Pro.

Unlimited digital effects are achievable with hundreds of preset animations, and the tree can be further 
enhanced with custom animations. The high density of LEDs allows text and graphics to be displayed to 
promote events, business logos and corporate relationships.

Our trees can be supplied with a base for elevation and an optional star topper. Tree installation height ranges 
from 4 metres all the way up to a staggering 10 metres tall!

Our trees can supplied with a box for 
elevation and an optional star topper. 
Tree installation height ranges from 
4 metres all the way up to a staggering 
10 metres tall!

Kit includes: 4G router, network cables, controllers, strings, assembly fixings

2m high octagonal base for 
trees 6m+

1m high cylindrical base for 
4m and 6m trees

50cm star topper dressed  
in Twinkly lights

0.5M star2M base 1M base
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Pre-Lit Garland & Wreaths

Twinkly Pro turns a Christmas classic into a modern masterpiece. 
We use professional garlands to tie in every pixel for a true 3D decoration. Garlands can be used in conjunction with 
giant wreaths and stars to invigorate a high street, whilst archways can really focus footfall at ground level.

Multiple displays can be coordinated, in sync or flow, to create magical effects along an entire display.

Available either:

•   with Twinkly Pro Plus controllers 
•   with Twinkly Pro Ethernet controller 
•   without any controller

Garland Archway
•   2.5 metres height
•   1000 LEDs
•   30cm garland depth

Star Garland
•   1.2 metres height
•   500 LEDs
•   20cm garland depth

Wreath & Garland
•   For cross-street / wall display
•   Can be hung from catenary system

PRODUCT BULBS WIDTH 

(m)

HEIGHT  

(m)

Pre-lit Garland 9ft Luxury 750 2.7 2.7

Pre-lit Garland 4ft Wreath  500 1.2 1.2

Pre-lit Garland Star 500 1.2 1.2

Pre-lit Garland 8ft Archway 1500 0.3 2.5

Pre-lit wreath and garland hung on cross-street catenary
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Column Mounts

A classic street decoration combined with modern technology. 

Twinkly Pro allows full control across every lamp post, bringing 
your street a whole new dimension. Perfect for managing different 
events throughout the festive season.

Twinkly effects can be combined into a playlist to change the 
theme of your street. Displays can be controlled locally or remotely.

Available either:
•   in rectangle or triangle shape
•   with Twinkly Pro Plus controllers
•   with Twinkly Pro Ethernet controller
•   without any controller

2 x 0.6m 

2.5 x 0.8m 

PRODUCT BULBS WIDTH 

(m)

HEIGHT  

(m)

Column Motif 2 x 0.6m rectangle 500 0.6 2

Column Motif 2 x 0.6m triangle 250 0.6 2

Column Motif 2.5 x 0.8m rectangle 750 0.8 2.5

Column Motif 2.5 x 0.8m triangle 500 0.8 2.5

PRODUCT BULBS WIDTH 

(m)

HEIGHT  

(m)

White Flower Wall 
2 x 1.8m 500 LEDs

 500 2 1.8

Green Foliage Wall 
2 x 1.8m 500 LEDs

 500 2 1.8

Perspex Wall 
1.2 x 1.2m 500 LEDs

500 1.2 1.2

Wall Displays

Add an instant wow factor to your space.
These lightweight textured panels filled with Twinkly Pro LEDs can create an exciting effect for an audience. 
The backdrops can be installed permanently or temporarily for events in the hospitality sector.

Textures and effects are combined to enhance the mood of your room, by adding ambience to immerse your 
audience. Choose from white flowers or green foliage for a modern look. We also offer a diffused perspex 
finish for a digital appearance.These panels can be arranged in a modular installation to cover large or small 
feature walls or ceilings.

NB: Textures may vary slightly from imagery

Panels are pre-lit and ready to install. Can be supplied with WiFi or ethernet controller options

White Flower Wall Green Foliage Wall Perspex Wall 

full panel full panel full panel
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We have over 25 years of industry experience and our passionate 
business team will be more than happy to talk you through each of our 
systems, allow you to get hands-on with them, and ultimately ensure 
that you are empowered with the knowledge to make the best decision 
when it comes to your lighting installation. 

The showrooms showcase the versatility of our commercial lighting 
ranges and their numerous applications. There are also areas dedicated 
to demonstrating the latest technology from Twinkly and TwinklyPro. 
This revolutionary system alongside our commercial products and 
accessories need to be seen to be truly appreciated. 

Our showrooms are open all-year round, so make an appointment today 
to see how we can help you with your business’ lighting needs.  

You can make an appointment by phone or alternatively via the online 
form accessible at the website address below.

Northern Showroom address
Disklok House
Preston Road, Charnock Richard 
Chorley, Lancashire
PR7 5HH

Open Monday-Friday, 9-5pm. Appointment only.

Southern Showroom address
Unit 9B, Suite A, Hall Farm Business Estate
Church Road, Little Bentley 
Colchester 
C07 8SD 

Your Invitation - Our showrooms are open! 
Witness first-hand our industry leading lighting products at the Festive 
Lights for Business Showrooms. Experience in-person our unrivalled 
ConnectPro®, ConnectGo® and FestoonPro® connectable lighting 
systems, as well as the magic of Twinkly Pro. 

+44 (0)1257 228288

Southern Showroom with Dreamwave
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